Inferring rock strength and fault activation from high-resolution $V_p/V_s$ estimates surrounding induced earthquake clusters
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Abstract Fluid injection/extraction activity related to hydraulic fracturing can induce earthquakes. Common mechanisms attributed to induced earthquakes include elevated pore pressure, poroelastic stress change, and fault loading through aseismic slip. However, their relative influence is still an open question. Estimating subsurface rock properties, such as pore pressure distribution, crack density, and fracture geometry can help quantify the causal relationship between fluid-rock interaction and fault activation. Inferring rock properties by means of indirect measurement may be a viable strategy to help identify weak structures susceptible to failure in regions where increased seismicity correlates with industrial activity, such as the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin. Here we present $in situ$ estimates of $V_p/V_s$ for 34 induced earthquake clusters in the Kiskatinaw area in northeast British Columbia. We estimate significant changes of up to $\pm 4.5\%$ for nine clusters generally associated with areas of high injection volume. Predominantly small spatiotemporal $V_p/V_s$ variations suggest pore pressure increase plays a secondary role in initiating earthquakes. In contrast, computational rock mechanical models that invoke a decreasing fracture aspect ratio and increasing fluid content in a fluid-saturated porous medium that are consistent with the treatment pressure history better explain the observations.

Non-technical summary The number of hydraulic-fracturing-induced earthquakes in Western Canada has risen significantly in the last two decades. Common mechanisms used to explain induced earthquakes include pore-pressure changes, stress changes in the rocks into which fluids are injected/extracted, and loading from slowly creeping faults near injection sites. One way to help identify causes of human-induced earthquakes is to measure changes in rock properties near injection wells, such as pressure increases, crack density, and crack shape. Here, we estimate such properties and their spatiotemporal changes by proxy using earthquake-wave velocity ratios. In combination with rock-mechanical models, we interpret mechanisms for changes in fault strength that can lead to earthquakes. Our results show predominantly small spatiotemporal variations in a total of 34 induced earthquake clusters that are inconsistent with the broad pore-pressure changes that are commonly used to explain induced earthquakes. We perform rock-mechanical modeling that provides a more consistent explanation for changes in rock properties. Our models suggest that the increasing fluid volume and increasingly narrow cracks in rocks near hydraulic fracturing treatment wells can alter rock strength in ways that are both consistent with rates and observed properties of earthquakes.

1 Introduction

Industrial subsurface operations that inject or extract fluid can activate fault slip that leads to felt seismicity. The triggering mechanisms most commonly invoked to explain induced fault activation include pore-pressure increases, poroelastic stress changes, and/or fault loading due to aseismic slip (e.g., Igonin et al., 2021; Schultz et al., 2020; Eyre et al., 2019). The relative importance of such mechanisms (and their relevant length scales) is still an open question that may be better answered with reliable estimates of subsurface rock mechanical properties, such as crack density and fluid-pressure distribution. For example, accelerated fluid diffusion driven by pore-pressure gradients resulting from sudden changes in porosity and permeability usually occur over relatively small length scales (Yu et al., 2019; Goebel and Brodsky, 2018). In contrast, elastic stress changes can surpass pressure perturbations at larger distances (e.g., Goebel et al., 2017; Keranen and Weingarten, 2018) where fluid flow plays a secondary role. Similarly, aseismic slip, i.e., creep along a stable fault segment, can outpace the pore pressure diffusion front and initiate rupture at an unstable fault segment (Bhattacharya and Viesca, 2019).

Sites where fluid injection correlates with induced earthquakes present unique opportunities to study fault
activation processes under the influence of fluid-rock interaction. For example, high-volume, low-pressure wastewater disposal targeting a shallow reservoir at ~1.3 km in southern Kansas induces earthquakes in basement layers at depths of 2-6 km. Some work suggests the combination of pore-pressure increase along permeable, basement-rooted faults and earthquake-earthquake interaction driven by coseismic static stress changes to be the leading mechanism for fault (re)activation (Cochran et al., 2018; Peteria et al., 2018; Verdecchia et al., 2021). In Oklahoma, Goebel et al. (2017) observed that pore-pressure increases and poroelastic stress changes played dominant roles in inducing earthquakes both proximal and distal to wells, respectively. In contrast, injection at hydraulic fracturing (HF) sites employs low fluid volume and high pressure relative to wastewater disposal in order to enhance hydraulic diffusivity in low-permeability reservoirs. Despite lower relative injection volume, the major oil and gas-bearing formations in the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) in northeast British Columbia and western Alberta commonly experience small (M < 3) to occasionally moderate-sized (M ~ 4.5) injection-induced earthquakes (Atkinson et al., 2016). For example, the Kiskatinaw area (covering part of the Montney Formation) is one of the largest unconventional shale gas plays within the WCSB. Here, HF stimulation of the target formation at ~2 km depth has induced several M 4+ earthquakes, including a Mw 4.6 on 17 August 2015 near Fort St. John (Babaie Mahani et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020, 2021), a Mw 4.2 (M 4.5) on 30 November 2018 in the Kiskatinaw area (Babaie Mahani et al., 2019; Peña Castro et al., 2020), and a M 4.2 on 12 November 2022 near Fort St. John (Natural Resources Canada, 2023). The large distances over which comparatively small fluid-injection volumes induced M > 4 earthquakes on short time scales are puzzling. The low permeability of stimulated rock units implies that elevated pore pressure brought on by fluid diffusion is not the main stress-perturbation mechanism to activate faults. Recent modeling and observational work suggests that aseismic slip may also play a role in inducing some of the M 4+ events in the region (Guglielmi et al., 2015; Eyre et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2021). One fundamental step to identifying plausible mechanisms that are most consistent with observations of earthquake occurrence is through detailed studies of rock properties.

Lithology and rock physical properties can help delineate where pore pressure may be elevated, where fluid diffusivity properties may vary, and where rock strength may favor aseismic vs. seismic slip conditions. Specifically, lithology, crack density, fluid content, and/or fluid pressure, can induce measurable changes in rock properties, such as the compressional and shear wave velocities, \( V_p \) and \( V_s \). Imaging the compressional-to-shear-wave velocity ratio, \( V_p/V_s \), is therefore a meaningful tool for analyzing and interpreting fluid-related rock properties. In particular, several authors used \( V_p/V_s \) to infer changes in Poisson’s ratio to detect the presence of fluid-filled cracks and quantify their properties (e.g., Zhao et al., 1996; Chevrot and van der Hilst, 2000; Takei, 2002). Other examples connect fluids in a rock volume to the weakness of the rock material. For instance, Yu et al. (2020) see a correlation between seismic attenuation and static stress drop for earthquakes at variable distances from the injection well. The authors conclude that higher seismic attenuation and a lower static stress-drop values proximal to injection sites result from higher fracture density and/or elevated pore pressure in the rock matrix (Worthington and Hudson, 2000) due to hydraulic stimulation. Similarly, Pimienta et al. (2018) observe anomalous \( V_p/V_s \) in subduction zones, which they interpret to result from zones of intense fracturing with high permeability (> 10⁻¹⁴ m²) and pore pressure.

In this study, we use seismological observations of HF-induced earthquakes to estimate the in situ \( V_p/V_s \) and use it as a proxy measurement of lithological properties and their relation to fluid injection. The term in situ in this context describes the localized damaged rock volume in which closely related earthquake pairs occur that are used to resolve \( V_p/V_s \) based on P- and S-arrival-time differences within the pairs. The method was developed by Lin and Shearer (2007) and has been applied in various settings to document the spatiotemporal variation of \( V_p/V_s \) ratios within earthquake clusters, including sites with natural (Liu et al., 2023; Mesimeri et al., 2022; Lin and Shearer, 2021; Hsu et al., 2020) and induced seismicity (Lin, 2020). This work specifically aims to quantify the relative importance of rock damage and fluid pressure related to induced seismicity. To do so, we use continuous seismic records of 49 HF induced earthquake clusters in the Kiskatinaw area, British Columbia, Canada, between July 2017 and December 2020 to estimate in situ \( V_p/V_s \) ratios. We employ a method that compares differential travel times of co-located earthquakes to recover the \( V_p/V_s \) ratio of the source rock volume. We then compare our in situ estimates to grid values of a 3D velocity model for the complete time period in the study area. We show significant spatiotemporal variations of the in situ \( V_p/V_s \) ratio with respect to the underlying background model and discuss the reasons why the predominantly small spatiotemporal variations of \( V_p/V_s \) ratio do not point to a broad fluid-pressure increase. Namely, the lack of a broad change implies that pore-pressure increase is unlikely the leading triggering mechanism. Further, we compute the \( V_p/V_s \) ratio of an effective medium with varying crack aspect ratio and fluid volume content to infer the potential implications of fracture growth on rock strength. We show that the fracture/fluid evolution can explain the observed changes in \( V_p/V_s \) ratio and suggest an inverse correlation between seismicity rates and rock strength. The relative importance of aseismic vs. poroelastic triggering remains an open question due to a lack of direct evidence of aseismic slip.

### 2 Earthquake clusters and background velocity model

We use 8,731 earthquakes associated with HF operations in the Kiskatinaw area in the time period from 12 July 2017 to 31 December 2020 (updated from Roth et al.,
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**Figure 1** Overview of the Kiskatinaw area between Fort St. John (NW) and Dawson Creek (SE). Grey dots show 8,731 individual earthquake epicenters between 12 July 2017 to 31 December 2020. White dots show centroids of 49 spatiotemporally related earthquake clusters. Triangles denote seismic stations from networks XL, 1E, and PQ. Colorbar shows the starting model of $V_p/V_s$ ratios at 2 km depth with mapped fault traces in black lines (Berger et al., 2009; Davies et al., 2018; Norgard, 1997). Estimates of regional $S_{Hmax}$ are from Bell and Grasby (2012). Map inset shows the geographical extension of the Montney Formation (in green) and the Kiskatinaw area (red box). See Figure S1 for a detailed map of HF well locations and additional station information.

The initial catalog results from an automated short-term average/long-term average (STA/LTA) trigger with analyst-reviewed phase arrivals. We refer to Roth et al. (2020) for details of the earthquake catalog development. The analysis here uses 25 broadband surface stations operated by McGill University, the Ruhr University Bochum, and Natural Resources Canada.

We define earthquake clusters in the group of 8,731 earthquakes analogous to Roth et al. (2020). First, we identify 32 time windows with at least four events on consecutive days. Second, we perform a waveform-similarity-based clustering approach within the time windows to identify spatial clustering. The two steps lead to classification of 49 event families, where each family is related to fluid injection in at least one HF well. Results from Roth et al. (2022) suggest that the clustered seismicity is related to the (re)activation of multiple optimally-oriented parallel left-lateral and strike-slip faults that are near the horizontal well trajectories of the respective HF wells. Unclustered seismicity exists as well, and is likely characterized by reverse-faulting mechanisms on deeper, isolated, and re-activated normal faults that were formed during the genesis of the Fort St. John graben system. The clustered events analyzed here are therefore assumed to be associated with strike-slip faulting.

The method we use to estimate in situ $V_p/V_s$ (described below) requires clustered seismicity. We describe changes of $V_p/V_s$ using a reference 3D-velocity model calculated by Nanometrics Inc. The reference model is based on more than 100 compressional and 40 shear sonic logs, guided by 6 horizon top surfaces (Nanometrics Inc., 2020). The reference velocity model results from an optimization using a Particle Swarm Optimization method in an effort to obtain a smooth 3D model with an objective function weighted by phase residuals and event depth accuracy. It consists of estimates for $V_p$ and $V_s$ from which we calculate the $V_p/V_s$. 

2020, Figure 1). The initial catalog results from an automated short-term average/long-term average (STA/LTA) trigger with analyst-reviewed phase arrivals. We refer to Roth et al. (2020) for details of the earthquake catalog development. The analysis here uses 25 broadband surface stations operated by McGill University, the Ruhr University Bochum, and Natural Resources Canada.
ratios by element-wise division. As no error was reported for individual grid points, we apply a Gaussian error propagation with the assumption of 1.5% error per grid point (Supporting Information S1) and estimate an error of 2.12%, which is necessary for the high-resolution interpretation of the results. We note that the assumed uncertainty of 2.12% solely reflects the model error. The 140 sonic logs used to build the publicly available Nanometrics regional model do not enable resolving the velocity structure in high resolution or the geological structural complexity in the region.

3 Localized $V_p/V_s$ estimation

The temporal and spatial proximity of individual earthquake clusters near wellbores (Figures 1, S1) allows focusing on the small rock volume affected by individual HF stimulation treatments. We adopt a method that compares the differential travel time differences of multiple inter-cluster earthquakes to recover the $V_p/V_s$ ratio of the rock volume surrounding each cluster. We apply the method of Lin and Shearer (2007) that makes use of stationwise differential travel times between co-located event pairs with coincident ray paths, and removes the need to consider event origin times.

The method works by first considering that the differential S-wave travel time $\delta t_s^i$ of an event pair is linearly related to the differential P-wave travel time $\delta t_p^i$ per common station $i$ by

$$\delta t_s^i = \frac{V_p}{V_s} \delta t_p^i + \delta t_0 (1 - \frac{V_p}{V_s}),$$

with $\delta t_0$ being the difference in origin times of the respective events. As the (4D-)origin information contains the sum of all errors, such as picking error, velocity-model uncertainty, and spatial errors, a cluster-wide, high-resolution method requires eliminating the absolute reference to temporal origin time information. To do so, Lin and Shearer (2007) establish a normalized version of Equation 1 by first calculating the mean values of the differential S- and P-times over all stations and then subtracting the normalized equation from Equation 1. The resulting equation relates the demeaned differential S-travel time ($\hat{\delta} t_s^i$) linearly to the P-travel times ($\hat{\delta} t_p^i$), by the coefficient $V_p/V_s$:

$$\hat{\delta} t_s^i = \left( \frac{V_p}{V_s} \right) \hat{\delta} t_p^i.$$  (2)

The $V_p/V_s$ ratio as fitted in Equation 2 can be treated as a constant for each earthquake cluster, as long as the source-station distances are large compared to the hypocentral offsets among events in each cluster.

In addition, the P- and S-ray paths are assumed to have the same takeoff angles. As a final check on the suitability of the common ray-path assumption to the data set considered here, we compare the theoretical takeoff angles of direct P- and S-waves using TauP (Crotwell et al., 1999). We consider two sets of takeoff angles: (1) P- and S-angles for an individual event and (2) angles measured at hypothetical source-station distances of $<5$ km and $>50$ km for inter-event distances of 100 m. The hypothetical source-station distances reflect the observed range of source-station distances in our study area (Figure S2). We calculate arrivals using the IASP91 velocity model (Kennett and Engdahl, 1991). While P- and S-wave takeoff angles for shallow events (<2 km depth) at source-station distances of 5 to 50 km are approximately equal, the calculations show minor differences in takeoff angles on the order of 0.4° at source-station distances up to 5 km and inter-event distances of 100 m.

Liu et al. (2023) point out the importance of quality control criteria, which can have a major impact on the final $V_p/V_s$ estimates. Our quality control procedure contains the following steps. We start with predefined event clusters based on waveform similarity detailed in Roth et al. (2020). We first identify time windows of consecutive days with a minimum of four events per day, and perform waveform-similarity clustering in each time window based on individual cross-correlation coefficients. Clusters are based on overall minimum correlation coefficients ranging from threshold values $\geq 0.6$ up to 0.875. Next, we inspect individual events in the defined clusters to remove potentially imprecise phase picks, i.e. erroneous phase arrivals, which result in perturbations to travel time curves. We do so by removing individual picks that deviate by more than 0.8 s or 2.5 s from predicted P- and S-wave arrival times based on constant velocities of 5.1 km/s and 2.9 km/s (comparable to the slope of the travel time curves in Figure S2), respectively. We note that the generally higher S-phase energy results in a more frequent cross-correlation correction of S-picks compared to P-phases, which have a lower signal-to-noise ratio. We then apply a cross-correlation-based picking correction to ensure that time-difference estimates come from exactly the same (relative) phase. We then further limit the calculation to stations with cross-correlation coefficients $>0.8$ for a given event pair to ensure the quality of the differential travel-time estimates, as even small deviations of the travel times from a linear travel time curve can lead to strong outliers (up to $\pm0.15$ s; Figure S2).

In the last steps of the quality-control procedure, we apply a hybrid $L_1$-$L_2$ fitting method (Huber, 1973, Figure S3) to automatically remove differential travel-time outliers that potentially bias numerical fitting. Initial analysis showed ambiguous $V_p/V_s$-ratio fits in the first analysis step for data sets with $<300$ observations (i.e., $\delta t_s^i$ and $\delta t_p^i$ observations per station among all event pairs). We therefore remove clusters with fewer than 300 observations to ensure robust fitting. The subsequent analysis step also initially showed uncertainties related to the number of observations. For example, clusters with $<1,000$ observations led to the lowest and highest estimates for $V_p/V_s$ (Figure S4a) and the largest errors (Figure S4b). As a result, the relative difference between in situ estimates and the background model was initially largest for clusters with $<1,000$ observations (Figure S4c), suggesting a threshold of 1000 is required for robust observations. We therefore focus on clusters with $>1,000$ observations to eliminate any clear correlation between estimated $V_p/V_s$ and the standard deviation of...
the fit (Figure S4d). Finally, we perform a least-squares minimization linear curve fitting with the remaining dataset with a fixed y-intercept of 0 and a range for the slope varying between 0.8 and 5 for conservative and flexible fitting limits. Figure 2 shows a representative example of the linear regression in $\delta t_s$ vs. $\delta t_p$ differential body wave travel time differences.

![Figure 2](image)

Figure 2: Representative example of a $V_p/V_s$ ratio regression (black line) for one earthquake cluster. Each circle denotes the demeaned $\delta t_s$ vs. $\delta t_p$ differential travel time difference of one event pair recorded at a common station. The slope of the best-fit line returns the $V_p/V_s$ estimate of the rock volume hosting the cluster as indicated in Equation 2.

4 $V_p/V_s$ ratios of earthquake clusters

We estimate $V_p/V_s$ ranging between 1.562 ± 0.0070 and 1.692 ± 0.0019 for a total of 34 clusters. The relative deviation of the in situ estimates with respect to the 3D background model varies between ±4.5%. The two sections that follow first present the broad variation of $V_p/V_s$ with respect to its spatiotemporal evolution and injected fluid volume (Figure 3) and then examine the evolution in more detail at an individual wellhead.

4.1 Broad spatiotemporal variations

Figure 3a shows the spatial variation of $V_p/V_s$ changes normalized to the background value together with spatial variation of the injection volume (grayscale hexagons). Green and purple shaded dots show clusters with estimated increases and decreases of $V_p/V_s$ relative to the background model, respectively. Figure 3b shows the relative variation of $V_p/V_s$ along the NW-SE profile shown by the red dashed line in (a), as well as the time evolution in panel Figure 3(c) of the clusters. The dark, thicker vs. light, thinner green and purple shaded lines differentiate between significant and insignificant changes in $V_p/V_s$, respectively. (In other words, significance refers to a greater or less than 2.12% change from background and the linear regression, respectively; See Supporting Information S1 for further details). Out of the 34 clusters that pass the quality control criteria, 9 experience a significant $V_p/V_s$ change, where 7 experience an increase, and 2 a decrease. The grey-shaded hexagons summarize the total injected fluid volume per HF wellhead within each hexagon in the time period from March 2013 to December 2020. We note that the injection history is reported from 2013 onward and the earthquake catalog starts in 2017. Figure 3a highlights four hexagons with injected fluid volume > 1,000,000 m$^3$ that contain several cluster centroids (outlined in orange). It is noteworthy that all the highlighted areas experience a relative increase in $V_p/V_s$.

Figure 3 also shows 9 clusters with a relative $V_p/V_s$ ratio change ranging between -1% and 1%, which we interpret as minor changes, despite their relative lower significance. We observe a moderate increase in $V_p/V_s$ following fluid injection for 19 out of 34 clusters, and a moderate relative decrease for the remaining 6 clusters. The spatial distribution of estimates reveals a $V_p/V_s$ ratio decrease that is concentrated primarily in the southeast part of the study area (Figure 3a-b).

The temporal evolution shown in Figure 3c suggests that the $V_p/V_s$ ratio decreased relative to the starting model prior to ~May 2018 and was followed by a subsequent increase. However, we note that both the injection database and earthquake catalog do not cover the complete HF history of the study area. In addition, we do not see any change in $V_p/V_s$ prior to and following the COVID-19 pandemic operational shutdown (Salvage and Eaton, 2021). As an independent check, we also use ambient seismic noise monitoring over the catalog time period to estimate background changes in the medium velocity (Lecocq et al., 2014). Figure S5 shows a change in $\delta v/v$ on the order of ±0.05% without clear temporal anomalies, consistent with an absence of significant $V_p/V_s$ changes relative to the background model over time.

4.2 Variations at an individual wellhead

Earthquakes in the dataset generally follow a temporal migration in the direction of hydraulic fracturing stimulation (e.g. Roth et al., 2020). Seismicity typically begins in clusters near the end of a horizontal well (toe) and progressively migrates toward the vertical bending point (heel) of the horizontal well as stimulation proceeds. We examine the spatial migration pattern in further detail for a seismically active well with > 100,000 observations (i.e., $\delta t_s$ and $\delta t_p$ estimates among all event pairs and stations) that occur between 12 March 2020 and 29 March 2020. We begin by first examining the two groups of wells with trajectories to the northwest and southeast of the wellhead, respectively. Figure 4 shows seven horizontal wells targeting the same shale layer at a depth of roughly 2.2 km. The high-resolution double-difference earthquake relocations show distinct clusters of seismicity centered around the three horizontal wells with southeastward trajectories (cyan box) and four horizontal wells with northwest trajectories (maroon box). Both clusters follow the timing of the stage
Figure 3  a) In situ $V_p/V_s$ estimates per earthquake cluster relative to the reference model as in Figure 1. Green and purple show relative increases and decreases in $V_p/V_s$ ratio relative to the background model, respectively. Greyscale shading is proportional to the total injection volume per HF wellhead within each hexagon from March 2013 to December 2020. The red line shows a profile along all clusters. The example cluster highlighted in yellow is further detailed in Figure 4. b) $V_p/V_s$ estimates along the profile in a) from northwest (0 km) to southeast (37.07 km). Orange pentagons are in situ $V_p/V_s$ estimates relative to the change in background value indicated by the light blue boxes. Green and purple shaded lines connecting the boxes highlight relative increases and decreases of $V_p/V_s$, respectively. Thick, dark lines describe significant changes that are larger than estimated errors and thin, light lines indicate changes that are within estimated errors. Black error bars are for the in situ $V_p/V_s$ estimates, while grey error bars show the estimated 2.12% background model error (Section S1). c) Similar to b) but showing the temporal evolution during the catalog time period. The hatched, pink area shows the period of seismic quiescence due to suspension of HF operations (Salvage and Eaton, 2021) between April and August 2020.

Stimulation. The southeast cluster exhibits a linear pattern that likely represents an activated structure that is several kilometers long. The northwest cluster (maroon box) contains multiple shorter, parallel lineations and a total of ~300 events.

We examine the northwest cluster (maroon box) in further detail by splitting the seismicity cluster into two subsets (Figure 4, red and blue tilted boxes). The choice of two subsets arises from a natural division between well-proximal (< 200 m from a hydraulic-fracturing stage; Figure 4 (blue box)) and well-distal (> 200 m; red box) events seen in the distribution of epicenters (Figure S7). There are 173 events in the ‘proximal’ subset (blue diagonal box), and 127 events in the ‘distal’ subset (red diagonal box). The individual $V_p/V_s$ ratio regression fits for the two subsets are $1.648 \pm 0.0009$ (proximal) and $1.635 \pm 0.0011$ (distal).

We further examine the temporal variation within the northwestern seismicity cluster (Figure 4, larger maroon box). As the seismicity migration direction largely follows the direction of HF-stage stimulation and broadly follows the same timing, we divide the cluster into smaller subsets with similar timing. For example, Figure 5a-d shows the chronological division of 300 events in the northwestern cluster in Figure 4 (maroon box) into four equally sized groups of 67 to 68 events in non-overlapping windows. We note that applying quality control criteria removes certain event pairs and hence reduces the number of grouped events from the original 300 to 269. The temporal progression of estimated $V_p/V_s$ values (Figure 5e) shows a slight initial decrease from the starting value of 1.653 (Figure 5a-b), followed by a steep decrease to a minimum of 1.590 (Figure 5c, corresponding to a total decrease of ~3.8%, comparable to the regional observed maximum of ± 4.5%). The $V_p/V_s$ then rebounds to a comparable value of 1.631. The seemingly small absolute changes in $V_p/V_s$ in the range of 0.06 are already significant with respect to reported values between 1.98 and 1.42 (Gregory, 1976), which were estimated for different types of consolidated sedimentary rocks with porosities ranging from 4.45% to 41.1%, water-air-saturation ratios ranging from 0% to 100%, and confining pressures ranging from 0 MPa to ~69 MPa. Figure S8 shows a consistent trend and similar $V_p/V_s$ variation when testing variable event group sizes that range from three to six groups with 90 to 44 events per group, respectively. There are three additional clusters in the entire data set with > 100,000 observations (Table S1, Figure S9), which include the southeast cluster in Figure 4 (cyan box). They exhibit similar temporal evolution with a minimum $V_p/V_s$ in the intermediate HF stages.
As the seismic body-wave velocities depend on the effective elastic moduli and rock densities, so will the $V_p/V_s$ ratio. Hence, the increase or decrease of $V_p/V_s$ will directly depend on fluid content and pore geometry (e.g., Takei, 2002; Brantut and David, 2019).

To explore the observed in situ $V_p/V_s$ changes and their dependence on the rock matrix and resultant fluid content, we use a model with randomly oriented spheroidal, fully water-saturated pores. We model fluid content with porosity $\Phi$ and pore shape with the aspect ratio $\alpha$, where $0 < \alpha \leq 1$. An aspect ratio of $\alpha = 1$ describes a sphere, where increasingly smaller values describe thin ellipsoids. We apply self-consistent estimates for bulk and shear moduli, $K$ and $\mu$, respectively, from Berryman (1980) to estimate $V_p/V_s$ for an effective medium with aspect ratios ranging between $10^{-3} \leq \alpha \leq 1$ and fluid content ranging from $0 \leq \Phi \leq 0.2$. We use six iterations to numerically solve the self-consistent estimates (Figure S10). The model does not violate the (arithmetic) upper Voigt (Voigt, 1910) and lower Reuss boundaries (Reuss, 1929) and fulfills the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963) for isotropic, linear and elastic media for the most common geometries. We model the shale layers of the Montney Basin using $K = 35$ GPa and $\mu = 25$ GPa, which is in general agreement with global observations of shale reservoirs (Omovic and Castagna, 2020). We use $K = 2.2$ GPa and $\mu = 0$ GPa for the pore fluid and explore the model space of changes in $V_p/V_s$ as a function of porosity and crack aspect ratio (see Figure S11).

We then combine the impact of both the aspect ratio and the fluid fraction (porosity) on the bulk and shear moduli (shown in Figure S11) into individually evolving trends to estimate the effective $V_p/V_s$ based on the two moduli (Figure 6a). We allow the trends to vary in both aspect ratio and porosity in order to explore consistency scenarios with injection history and determine how the two free parameters might influence $V_p/V_s$ evolution (Figure 6). The range of porosity/aspect ratio pairs can lead to highly varying $V_p/V_s$ estimates. For illustration purposes, Figure 6a only displays values between 1.65 and 2.1 that cover the initial $V_p/V_s$ values observed by Gregory (1976). Specifically, we explore four possible trajectories: (1) a large decrease in aspect ratio and a small increase in fluid content (Figure 6 orange lines, with $\log(\alpha)_{\text{init}} = -0.1$, $\log(\alpha)_{\text{final}} = -2.25$ and $\Phi_{\text{init}} = 0.01$, $\Phi_{\text{final}} = 0.02$), (2) a moderate decrease in aspect ratio and moderate increase in fluid content (Figure 6 beige lines, with $\log(\alpha)_{\text{init}} = -0.1$, $\log(\alpha)_{\text{final}} = -1.75$ and $\Phi_{\text{init}} = 0.01$, $\Phi_{\text{final}} = 0.05$), and (3) a small decrease in aspect ratio and large increase of fluid content (Figure 6 copper-colored lines, with $\log(\alpha)_{\text{init}} = -0.1$, $\log(\alpha)_{\text{final}} = -1.25$ and $\Phi_{\text{init}} = 0.01$, $\Phi_{\text{final}} = 0.15$), and (4) a segmented trajectory with an initial increase in fluid fraction and subsequent decrease in aspect ratio (Figure 6 red lines, with $\log(\alpha)_{\text{init}} = -0.1$, $\log(\alpha)_{\text{final}} = -1.15$ and $\Phi_{\text{init}} = 0.01$, $\Phi_{\text{final}} = 0.105$). Although the detailed geological well reports do not provide insights into the aspect ratio, the porosity of the Montney Formation is documented to be between 1% and 3%, where local differences of up to 5%+ can occur (BC-ER, 2023).

Figure 6a shows that $V_p/V_s$ decreases slowly with de-

---

**Figure 4** One example cluster from Figure 3a (outlined in yellow). High-resolution earthquake relocations show two distinct earthquake clusters near seven diametrically opposed well trajectories (lines) extending from a single wellhead (white diamond). Hatched lines on the well trajectories are individual HF injection stage locations with timing indicated by the colorbar. Earthquake epicenters (colored dots) have origin times marked by the same colorbar. The cyan and maroon boxes separate the southeastern and northwestern clusters, respectively. Blue and red boxes show subsets of the northwestern cluster described as HF-stage proximal (distance < 200 m) and distal (> 200 m), respectively (see text). The respective $V_p/V_s$ ratio regression plots the two subsets shown below the map with each corresponding box color. Figure S6 shows the respective distribution of hypocentral depths.

5 Fracture evolution

In order to interpret the $V_p/V_s$ estimates in the context of rock properties and fluid injection, we develop physical rock mechanics models to investigate the consistency with injection history. Specifically, we vary sets of material properties and elastic constants (e.g., bulk and shear modulus) in an effective medium to test their effects on the seismic wave velocities (related to an effective density) and the $V_p/V_s$ ratio. An effective rock volume consists of a rock matrix and fluid-filled voids and cavities such as fractures and pores. Multiple physical properties, such as fluid fraction, elastic modulus of each medium component, and/or fracture geometry, control the elastic moduli of the effective porous medium. As the seismic body-wave velocities depend on the effective elastic moduli and rock densities, so will the $V_p/V_s$ ratio. Hence, the increase or decrease of $V_p/V_s$ will directly depend on fluid content and pore geometry (e.g., Takei, 2002; Brantut and David, 2019).

To explore the observed in situ $V_p/V_s$ changes and their dependence on the rock matrix and resultant fluid content, we use a model with randomly oriented spheroidal, fully water-saturated pores. We model fluid content with porosity $\Phi$ and pore shape with the aspect ratio $\alpha$, where $0 < \alpha \leq 1$. An aspect ratio of $\alpha = 1$ describes a sphere, where increasingly smaller values describe thin ellipsoids. We apply self-consistent estimates for bulk and shear moduli, $K$ and $\mu$, respectively, from Berryman (1980) to estimate $V_p/V_s$ for an effective medium with aspect ratios ranging between $10^{-3} \leq \alpha \leq 1$ and fluid content ranging from $0 \leq \Phi \leq 0.2$. We use six iterations to numerically solve the self-consistent estimates (Figure S10). The model does not violate the (arithmetic) upper Voigt (Voigt, 1910) and lower Reuss boundaries (Reuss, 1929) and fulfills the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963) for isotropic, linear and elastic media for the most common geometries. We model the shale layers of the Montney Basin using $K = 35$ GPa and $\mu = 25$ GPa, which is in general agreement with global observations of shale reservoirs (Omovic and Castagna, 2020). We use $K = 2.2$ GPa and $\mu = 0$ GPa for the pore fluid and explore the model space of changes in $V_p/V_s$ as a function of porosity and crack aspect ratio (see Figure S11).

We then combine the impact of both the aspect ratio and the fluid fraction (porosity) on the bulk and shear moduli (shown in Figure S11) into individually evolving trends to estimate the effective $V_p/V_s$ based on the two moduli (Figure 6a). We allow the trends to vary in both aspect ratio and porosity in order to explore consistency scenarios with injection history and determine how the two free parameters might influence $V_p/V_s$ evolution (Figure 6). The range of porosity/aspect ratio pairs can lead to highly varying $V_p/V_s$ estimates. For illustration purposes, Figure 6a only displays values between 1.65 and 2.1 that cover the initial $V_p/V_s$ values observed by Gregory (1976). Specifically, we explore four possible trajectories: (1) a large decrease in aspect ratio and a small increase in fluid content (Figure 6 orange lines, with $\log(\alpha)_{\text{init}} = -0.1$, $\log(\alpha)_{\text{final}} = -2.25$ and $\Phi_{\text{init}} = 0.01$, $\Phi_{\text{final}} = 0.02$), (2) a moderate decrease in aspect ratio and moderate increase in fluid content (Figure 6 beige lines, with $\log(\alpha)_{\text{init}} = -0.1$, $\log(\alpha)_{\text{final}} = -1.75$ and $\Phi_{\text{init}} = 0.01$, $\Phi_{\text{final}} = 0.05$), and (3) a small decrease in aspect ratio and large increase of fluid content (Figure 6 copper-colored lines, with $\log(\alpha)_{\text{init}} = -0.1$, $\log(\alpha)_{\text{final}} = -1.25$ and $\Phi_{\text{init}} = 0.01$, $\Phi_{\text{final}} = 0.15$), and (4) a segmented trajectory with an initial increase in fluid fraction and subsequent decrease in aspect ratio (Figure 6 red lines, with $\log(\alpha)_{\text{init}} = -0.1$, $\log(\alpha)_{\text{final}} = -1.15$ and $\Phi_{\text{init}} = 0.01$, $\Phi_{\text{final}} = 0.105$). Although the detailed geological well reports do not provide insights into the aspect ratio, the porosity of the Montney Formation is documented to be between 1% and 3%, where local differences of up to 5%+ can occur (BC-ER, 2023).

Figure 6a shows that $V_p/V_s$ decreases slowly with de-
Figure 5  Temporal evolution of $V_p/V_s$ ratios of the northwestern event cluster in Figure 4 (maroon box). a)-d) show equally-sized temporal groups of 67-68 events per group. e) shows the temporal $V_p/V_s$ progression (orange line) along with the injected fluid volume per stage (red bars). Bright orange shading highlights the time period in which each successive temporal subset of earthquakes was active.

creasing aspect ratio and increasing porosity (fluid content) when aspect ratios are above values of $\alpha$ greater than $\sim 0.03$-$0.1$ (log $\alpha > -1.5$). The most significant $V_p/V_s$ changes are exhibited at lower aspect ratios ($\alpha < \sim 0.03$-$0.1$), where $V_p/V_s$ increases rapidly with decreasing aspect ratio and moderately increases with porosity. It is logical to assume that during HF-stimulation, fluid content first increases before fracture growth is promoted. Once significant fracture growth initiates, the fracture aspect ratio decreases as crack geometry becomes thin and elongated. The interplay and relative timing of the porosity increase and aspect ratio changes during HF-stimulation likely correspond to scenario #4, where a significant increase in fluid volume and porosity occurs first, followed by a rapid decrease in aspect ratio. The trajectory #4 in 6 (maroon line) would therefore correspond to an initial drop of $V_p/V_s$ in the early to intermediate HF stages, followed by subsequent increases in $V_p/V_s$ towards the end of HF stimulation. Scenario #4 is also most consistent with the data (blue line). We note that Figure 6 is not intended to precisely model the fluid-fracture evolution, but rather as a consistency check. It shows that in the scenario which most likely emulates porosity and aspect ratios during HF-stimulation, both effects of (i) decreasing fracture aspect ratios and (ii) increases in fluid fraction can lead to an initial decrease followed by an increase in $V_p/V_s$. In reality, the relative amplitudes of $V_p/V_s$ decrease and increase, hence the overall change before and after a HF treatment, will depend on the exact fluid-rock mechanical property trajectory. Therefore, it is possible to observe bulk $V_p/V_s$ decreases following fluid injection activity. It is important to note that the rock physical model shown in Figure 6 accounts for two-phase porous media with approximated estimates of elastic moduli and only one pore geometry. Nevertheless, the two-phase model is still able to capture the same spatial-temporal trend in observations.

6 Discussion

The following sections first describe how pore pressure variation can explain the role of fluids in the observed $V_p/V_s$ changes and then discuss the implications of $V_p/V_s$ changes in the context of injection history for earthquake triggering mechanisms. We will then compare our results to effective-medium models and rock physics analysis as a consistency check on our interpretations.

6.1 The impact of fluids on $V_p/V_s$

Lin (2020) applies the in situ $V_p/V_s$ estimate methodology (Lin and Shearer, 2007) to induced seismicity. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to apply the method to a HF-induced seismicity setting. Although both settings involve fluid-injection, we see remarkable differences in the study sites. Our results point to neither systematic operationally-related increases nor decreases of $V_p/V_s$. On the contrary, Gritto and Jarpe (2014) found a positive correlation between increasing $V_p/V_s$ and total injected water volume at the Geysers geothermal field. They conclude that $V_p/V_s$ estimates can be interpreted to predict fluid saturation changes around injection wells. They found that long-term fluid injection led to an observed $V_p/V_s$ increase of $\sim 6\%$. Lin (2020) observes a decrease in $V_p/V_s$ accompanying the
extraction of water at the Salton Sea geothermal field and subsequent increases in $V_p/V_s$ as the reservoir replenishes. The long-term net fluid production at the Salton Sea geothermal field led to a decrease of up to ~7%, which is consistent with the above interpretations (Lin, 2020). By comparison, the $V_p/V_s$ changes associated with short-term HF operation observed here are within 4% and 4.5%. However, at geothermal power plants, the driving mechanism for changes in $V_p$ and $V_s$ would be pore pressure variation, fluid diffusion, and/or fluid saturation. Assuming a saturated medium at seismicogenic depths, an increase in fluid volume would cause a relative increase in $V_p$ and decrease in $V_s$ (e.g. Han and Batzle, 2004), leading to an absolute increase in $V_p/V_s$. For example, Winkler and Nur (1982) showed in laboratory measurements that the $V_p/V_s$ ratio of fully saturated rock samples is higher compared to $V_p/V_s$ ratios of partially (~90%) saturated or dry samples.

Another well-known mechanism to increase $V_p/V_s$ is tensile fracture opening. Brantut and David (2019) describe that in a fully fluid-saturated setting, a fracture opening is equivalent to the reduction of confining pressure. Experimental data confirm an increase of $V_p/V_s$ with decreasing confining pressure that occurs as the pore pressure inside fluid-filled cracks increases (Christensen, 1984). The scenario is in agreement with observations of Dawson et al. (1999) and McNutt (2005), who interpreted seismic tomographic images of high $V_p/V_s$ zones at the Kiluaea Caldera, Hawaii, to be either highly fractured material or the accumulation of partial melt. Similar to HF operations in this study, fracturing below the volcano might result from volumetric changes (tensile opening) while melt ascends (Schmid et al., 2022).

Seismic events resulting from tensile fracture opening as a direct result of HF operations are most likely associated with microseismicity ($M_s < 0$; Eaton et al., 2014; Bohnhoff et al., 2009) aligned perpendicular to the direction of the minimum horizontal regional stress. The detailed relocations and fault plane solutions (where available) of seismicity in our study area suggest that the earthquakes with typical magnitudes of $M_s > 0$ occur primarily on (likely) reactivated, optimally-oriented strike-slip faults (Roth et al., 2020, 2022). Neither fluid saturation nor changes in confining pressure and/or fracture model fully describe the observed $V_p/V_s$ ratio changes in the observations presented here.

Our results do not represent trends that have been observed from geothermal systems and/or fracture opening scenarios. Hence, we have to invoke more complex mechanisms and models that explain how HF operations can affect $V_p/V_s$. For example, Gosselin et al. (2020) and Wang et al. (2022) interpret $V_p/V_s$ changes at the northern Cascadia and Hikurangi margins, respectively, with phases of fluid-pressure increase and dissipation caused by fault-valve behavior. HF treatments in Kiskatinaw in a fully fluid-saturated rock initiate tensile fracture growth near the stages that correspond to decreasing fracture aspect ratios and increasing fluid content. We explore various physical models of fluid-saturated rocks to infer how fracture growth affects rock strength. One fundamental assumption is that HF treatments (re)activate faults and modify the existing fractures (in addition to creating new ones). Figures 6a and S10 show our theoretical estimates of $V_p/V_s$ for an effective fluid-saturated porous two-phase medium (a rock matrix and pore fluid) leading to variable $V_p/V_s$ values when allowing the aspect ratio and fluid-saturated porosity to vary.

Figure S11 shows a relatively rapid decrease in shear modulus with increasing fluid content when aspect ratios are small. The shear modulus decrease leads to a decreased shear wave velocity $V_s$, which is dependent on the shear modulus and effective porosity, and a corresponding slower decrease in $V_p$. Hence, $V_p/V_s$ could potentially exceed the suggested limits by Gregory (1976) for small aspect ratios and high fluid content. Figure S12 illustrates the impact of small aspect ratios, where large aspect ratios ($0.1 \leq \alpha \leq 1$; i.e. spheroid to penny-shaped fractures) lead first to a decrease $V_p/V_s$ with increasing fluid content. Conversely, small aspect ratios ($0.001 < \alpha < 0.03$) lead to rapid increase in $V_p/V_s$.

One limiting factor of our work is in the reference velocity model. While Nanometrics Inc. (2020) utilized all available data at the time to develop the velocity model, it is likely a small fraction of a more comprehensive dataset required to resolve the geological complexity of the study area. Due to the existing resolution limit of the reference velocity model, we can not rule out that larger changes in $V_p/V_s$ (and hence velocity changes) are due to reference model uncertainties rather than only due to realistic changes in the earthquake cluster areas.

### 6.2 Earthquake triggering mechanisms

The in situ $V_p/V_s$ estimates in this study result from seismological observations. As such, the results presented here are implicitly limited in space and time to the rock volume affected by fault (re)activation, as well as the starting 3D velocity model (Figure 1). To avoid over-interpretation of $V_p/V_s$ changes, we consider estimates outside of the assumed 2.12% error in the reference velocity model (Section S1) in addition to the standard deviation inferred from the linear regression (Figure S1) to be significant. With respect to the aforementioned error and uncertainty estimates, 25 out of 34 $V_p/V_s$ estimates do not deviate significantly from the underlying background model, and therefore do not imply any significant $V_p/V_s$ variation resulting from fluid injection. Nine out of 34 $V_p/V_s$ estimates show significant increases or decreases relative to background values. The areas within the hexagons in Figure 3 with high cumulative injection volume (outlined in orange) would experience large anticipated increases in pore pressure, similar to increases observed at geothermal sites (Gritto and Jarpe, 2014). Large pore pressure increases that result as a consequence of fluid injection would cause a reduction of effective stresses, and would be consistent with earthquake triggering in a classical Mohr-Coloumb-failure framework. On the other hand, we also observe significant $V_p/V_s$ decreases in areas with large amounts of injected fluid (southeast end of the profile in Figure 3), suggesting that additional factors to pore pressure increase may have an important
role in activating faults here. In other words, the lack of large-scale $V_p/V_s$ increase expected from fluid injection and corresponding pore pressure increase suggests broad significant fluid-pressure increases are not sufficient to explain the induced seismicity in Kiskatinaw, at least on their own.

Poroelastic stress changes and fault loading from aseismic slip can (re)activate faults and general zones of weakness over a large range of distances compared to pore pressure changes (e.g., Deng et al., 2016; Bhattacharya and Viesca, 2019). In addition, tensile fracture opening adjacent to HF stages in the target formation can result in static elastic stress transfer that can trigger seismicity in close proximity (Ketlety et al., 2020). The rock volume that hosts seismicity need not experience significant $V_p/V_s$ changes. Other studies have observed direct or indirect evidence of slow and aseismic slip in western Canada (e.g., Eyre et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2021). However, the observations in this study do not indicate any correlation of the earthquake clusters to aseismic slip. Therefore, we are unable to definitively capture the relative importance between poroelastic and aseismic slip triggering in the study area based on $V_p/V_s$ changes inferred from seismological observations alone. Nevertheless, the results presented here suggest rock properties play an equally important role in fault activation as pore pressure changes.

7 Conclusion

We present in situ estimates of $V_p/V_s$ ratios based on spatiotemporally correlated clusters of HF-induced earthquakes in the Kiskatinaw area in the Montney Formation, British Columbia, between July 2017 and December 2020. Out of the 49 clusters analyzed, 34 contain > 1,000 body wave differential travel-time observations that enable robust fitting with no clear correlation between estimated $V_p/V_s$ and the standard deviation of the fit. Among the 34 clusters, 9 indicate significant changes of up to ± 4.5%, beyond the error range of 2.12% of the starting velocity model. The spatiotemporal heterogeneity in $V_p/V_s$ suggests broad pore-pressure
increases are not singularly sufficient to explain the induced earthquakes. Considering the $V_p/V_s$ variations in the context of rock physical models and injection history suggests that rock physical properties may have an equally influential role in triggering. The absence of clear evidence for aseismic slip leaves the question open regarding the relative importance of aseismic slip vs. poroelastic triggering.

Exploring various compositions of fluid-saturated porous media shows the evolution of fracture growth and changing fluid content can explain the observed changes in $V_p/V_s$ ratios. It also suggests that seismicity rates may inversely correlate with changing rock strength conditions. The observed $V_p/V_s$ ratios first decrease with increasing fluid content, followed by increases at intermediate HF stages, presumably coincident with fracture growth, i.e., when aspect ratio decreases. The model's consistency with the observations demonstrates the utility of effective media in interpreting the role of rock properties in controlling fault activation, in concert with seismic observations.
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